Climate change is an existential security threat. Climate-generated displacement is an international security problem that requires expedient solutions. Timely U.S. action now can address the threats presented with a speed and directness that current international mechanisms cannot. The speed and directness of domestic action better tackle the immediacy of the threats and allow flexibility to tailor actions to specific security and sovereign considerations.

Current International Mechanisms Are Insufficient

Current international legal regimes are insufficient to address the magnitude of anticipated climate displacement. For example, the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol were designed responding to the human displacement caused by State actors during WWII. The Convention defines refugee as one who “owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country.” This definition is ill-fitting to the climate change context. Climate change results in both internal and cross-border displacement and is neither the work of a particular state actor nor direct persecution on account of an immutable characteristic, etc.

Given the 1951 Convention’s ill-fit, the 2020 UN Human Rights Committee (HRC) decision in the matter of Teitiota (Kiribati) v. New Zealand was groundbreaking. As described by an HRC member, it “sets forth new standards that could facilitate the success of future climate change-related asylum claims.”

Ioane Teitiota (of Kiribati) lodged a communication with the HRC against New Zealand, arguing NZ violated his “right to life” under the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) in denying his asylum application because climate change’s effects were destroying his livelihood and Kiribati’s land, resulting in violent land disputes and growing threats to his person. The HRC found for NZ, concluding that its asylum procedures were legally sufficient and Teitiota had failed in his climate arguments to demonstrate imminent harm or bad/arbitrary government action. In so doing, however, the HRC also recognized that climate change is real, it’s affecting displacement, and its harms result from “sudden” and “slow” onset processes. It also underscored the international community’s role in assisting countries adversely affected by climate change.

While many point to Teitiota as hope of how existing international legal mechanisms could address future climate displacement, its path is tenuous and not temporally suitable for addressing climate change’s acute human threats now. It also highlights some limitations of existing human rights mechanisms.
For example, Teitiota’s complaint came through the ICCPR’s **Optional Protocol** individual mechanism. The Protocol’s application is limited, with far fewer State parties than the ICCPR. Second, countries’ refugee systems vary in robustness, and it’s unclear how the HRC or other bodies would evaluate other countries’ responses to asylum claims like Teitiota’s, particularly if they recognize margins of appreciation on human rights. Third, substantively, a “right to life” analysis strongly weighs the immediacy of the threat to life, and climate change’s impacts generally have not been considered to rise to that immediacy. Fourth, many international human rights structures presume that State actors are those violating human rights, and climate change is not the direct work of a specific State actor.

Raising a claim under another right—such as the “right to a healthy environment”—may raise different but equally challenging issues that contribute to negative outcomes for petitioners and highlight overarching weaknesses in current human rights systems. For example, there has been controversy over the right to a healthy environment’s application, even outside a straight climate change context. The bounds of this right are still being fleshed out and expanding its application risks further angering those States already resisting broad application of human rights standards. Many argue that broad human rights applications weaken human rights systems, undermining the strength of the very rights seeking advancement.

### Potential U.S. Options to Address International Climate Displacement

The current lacunae on climate displacement in the international system offer an opportunity for the United States. By taking bold domestic action to address climate change and climate displacement, the United States could lead by the power of its example rather than by examples of its power. As President Biden has argued, reembracing human rights-focused leadership will improve U.S. security by helping to repair the United States’ relationships with its allies and building new international relationships.

To that end, one way the president could take action to address climate displacement is pursuing targeted bilateral and/or plurilateral executive agreements focused on countries’ particular climate needs. For example, if Congress makes clear that the **INA** covers climate-displaced individuals and delegates power to the executive to address these issues, Biden could have more room to enter into executive agreements that facilitate legal paths for climate-connected immigration. Such agreements would also offer an opportunity to mitigate security risks posed by growing Great Power influence in regions most affected by climate change. For example, China continues to expand its influence in the South Pacific/South China Sea (SCS) through economic and land development and to use trade and investment to increase its influence on the African continent. While the United States remains actively engaged in the Pacific, it has not kept pace with China on engagement and support in Africa. Engaging directly with countries on the Continent on climate issues and impacts – particularly in the Sahel where environmental/climate concerns have
amplified existing armed conflicts and the rise of extremism – could decrease violent conflict in service of U.S. interests and advance other policy objectives by helping strengthen U.S.-relations with potential partners also being courted by other Great Powers.

Conclusion

Climate change presents existential threats to U.S. security and global world order. Bold U.S. action on climate displacement not only helps address these threats but also offers opportunities for the country to rebuild its international reputation as a leader on human rights issues and strengthen its relationships with other nations. The U.S. Executive should use its authority to do so.
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